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ABSTRACT: DNA-based FluoroCubes were recently developed as a
solution to photobleaching, a ubiquitous limitation of fluorescence
microscopy (Niekamp; Stuurman; Vale Nature Methods, 2020).
FluoroCubes, that is, compact ∼4 × 4 × 5.4 nm3 four-helix bundles
coupled to ≤6 fluorescent dyes, remain fluorescent up to ∼50× longer
than single dyes and emit up to ∼40× as many photons. The current
work answers two important questions about the FluoroCubes. First,
what is the mechanism by which photostability is enhanced? Second, are
FluoroCubes compatible with Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET)
and similar techniques? We use single particle photobleaching studies to
show that photostability arises through interactions between the fluorophores and the four-helix DNA bundle. Supporting this, we
discover that smaller ∼4 × 4 × 2.7 nm3 FluoroCubes also confer ultraphotostability. However, we find that certain dye−dye
interactions negatively impact FluoroCube performance. Accordingly, 4-dye FluoroCubes lacking these interactions perform better
than 6-dye FluoroCubes. We also demonstrate that FluoroCubes are compatible with FRET and dark quenching applications.
KEYWORDS: DNA nanotechnology, fluorescence microscopy, single molecule imaging, FRET, fluorogenic probes

Photobleaching, a process wherein fluorescent dyes
irreversibly degrade due to excitation, is a nearly

ubiquitous limitation in fluorescence microscopy. Photo-
bleaching limits the observation time in temporal studies,
limits spatial resolution in single molecule imaging, and biases
data from fluorescent sensors designed to undergo brightness
changes for biological research. A variety of solutions to this
challenge have been presented, including the synthesis of
photostable dyes,1−3 the use of oxygen scavenging system
(OSS)s and triplet state quenchers,4−6 encapsulation of
fluorophores within protective nanostructures,7−11 and the
creation of fluorescent nanoparticles such as quantum dots.12 A
promising recent development was the invention of ultra-
photostable DNA-based FluoroCubes.13 DNA FluoroCubes
consist of four 32-nucleotide (nt) DNA strands that, when
annealed together, assemble into a compact four-helix bundle
with approximate dimensions of 4.0 × 4.0 × 5.6 nm3 (Scheme
1a, Figure 1a). Three of the strands (called the A-, B-, and C-
strands) are covalently labeled with fluorescent dyes at both
termini, while the fourth strand (the ligand strand) presents a
ligand, such as biotin, that can link the FluoroCube to a
molecule of interest such as streptavidin (SA).
These compact 6-dye nanostructures are much less sensitive

to photobleaching than single dyes.13 Most notably,
FluoroCubes carrying the widely used Cyanine 3 (Cy3)
fluorophore were reported to exhibit a 54× increase (relative
to a single Cy3 on a DNA duplex) in half-life (τ) and a 43×

increase in the total photon count before photobleaching
(Nphotons).

13 FluoroCube-based photostability enhancement is
additive with enhancements offered by both OSSs,4,5 and dye
modifications (e.g., the engineered Cy3N and ATTO 647N
dyes). Combining these approaches provides total photo-
stability that is unparalleled among organic dyes and rivals that
of quantum dot nanocrystals.13 Many questions remain
unanswered about the physical underpinnings of this photo-
stability.

FluoroCubes have enabled high precision particle tracking
experiments for the long-term study of molecular motors,13,14

and there are many additional potential application areas for
FluoroCube technology. One useful feature in fluorescence is
the ability to directly interrogate molecular interactions and
conformations using Förster resonance energy transfer
(FRET).15−17 FRET is a process wherein energy transfers
from an excited donor fluorophore to an acceptor fluorophore
within a characteristic radius of typically ∼5 nm. The
transferred energy is then emitted by the acceptor, resulting
in emission that is red-shifted relative to the emission of the
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donor. FRET is used in a wide range of applications, including
single molecule biophysics,15 cellular biology,17,18 and
molecular sensing.16,19

A similar class of techniques utilizes dark acceptors (also
called quenchers), which accept energy transfer but do not
emit fluorescence. Dark quenchers are useful for conditional
quenching applications, wherein donor-quencher separation
produces a very large increase in fluorescence intensity for
reporting on conformational changes such as DNA or RNA
hybridization20−23 or molecular tension.24,25 In some cases,
very close contact between dark quenchers and donor
fluorophores can result in ground state stabilization (or
“contact quenching”), wherein electronic coupling prevents
donor excitation altogether.26 We here aimed to test whether

FluoroCubes are compatible with FRET and conditional
quenching. To understand compatibility between these
techniques and FluoroCubes, we first studied the mechanism
through which FluoroCubes confer ultraphotostability.

Simple linear scaling of fluorescence with the number of
dyes (n) would predict Nphotons ∝ n and τ ∝ log(n + 1)
(approximately, see Supporting Information Note 1). How-
ever, log(7) ≈ 2, which is smaller by an order of magnitude
than the observed increase in τ (10−54× reported, depending
on the dye13). Dye−dye and/or dye−DNA nanostructure
interactions thus appear to enhance photostability. Interactions
between dyes like Cy3 and DNA nanostructures have been
shown to enhance photostability in certain contexts.27,28 Dye−
dye interactions, such as the formation of electronically
coupled dye-aggregates29−32 can also contribute to photo-
stabilization in some cases.33 Previous experiments13 showed
that preventing dye−dye interactions by spacing Cy3 dyes out
on a larger DNA origami cube (∼8 × 8 × 11 nm3) resulted in
Nphotons and τ-values that are vastly improved relative to single
dsDNA-conjugated dyes, but still about 2× lower than Cy3
FluoroCubes. This led us (and others)34 to hypothesize that
both dye−dye interactions and dye−DNA interactions (i.e.,
interactions between individual dyes and the surface of the
DNA 4-helix bundle), contribute to increased photostability.

To test this proposed model, we assembled 14 FluoroCube
constructs with 1 ≤ n ≤ 6 and different fluorophore positions
(Scheme 1b, Figure S1, Tables S1−2). Specifically, we
assembled three 1-dye constructs (1-dye A, 1-dye B, and 1-
dye C, where the letter denotes which strand, the A-strand, B-
strand, or C-strand, the dye is attached to), three 2-dye
constructs with fluorophores on the same side of the
FluoroCube (2-dye AB, 2-dye AC, and 2-dye BC), three 2-
dye constructs with fluorophores on opposite sides of the
FluoroCube (2-dye A-A, 2-dye B−B, and 2-dye C−C), a 3-dye
construct with fluorophores all on one side of the FluoroCube
(3-dye ABC), two 4-dye constructs with two fluorophores on
each side (4-dye AC-AC, and 4-dye BC-BC), and 5- and 6-dye
constructs (5-dye ABC-AC and 6-dye ABC-ABC).

We immobilized these constructs onto glass coverslips at low
surface densities via biotin−streptavidin binding (Figure 1b).
We then performed single molecule photobleaching studies of
these FluoroCubes (Figures 1d-e, S2) by imaging continuously
for ≥10 min using total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF)
microscopy in the presence of an OSS containing PCA/PCD
and the triplet state quencher Trolox.4,5 As previously
observed,13 FluoroCubes exhibited large fluctuations in
fluorescence intensity. We also tested 1- and 2-dye
FluoroCubes assembled from two oligonucleotides only,
which are expected to be 50% smaller by volume than 4-
strand FluoroCubes (4 × 4 × 2.7 nm3, Figures 1c, S3). For all
constructs, the average FluoroCube fluorescence intensity, ⟨I⟩,
accurately fit a single-exponential decay model (Figures 1g and
S4)

I I k texp( )0 1= (1)

where the initial intensity, I0, and the single-dye bleach rate, k1,
are fit parameters, and t denotes the duration of laser
illumination and imaging. Because n photobleaching steps
must occur prior to total photobleaching, the fraction ( f) of
remaining bright FluoroCubes (assuming equal bleaching rates
of all n dyes) can be described by

f k t1 (1 exp( ))n
1= (2)

Scheme 1. Schematicsa

a(a) Assembly of a DNA FluoroCube nanostructure from four 32
nucleotide DNA strands. (b) The 14 constructs studied in this work,
each with dyes strategically conjugated to different combinations of
DNA strand termini.
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Fitting to both eqs 1and 2 produced similar results (Figure
S5).
Although Nphotons correlated significantly with n (p < 0.001,

Figure 1h), k1 did not (p = 0.14, Figure 1i). In other words, the
photostability of FluoroCube-bound Cy3 dyes is independent
of the number of other dyes on the FluoroCube. Contrary to
our original hypothesis, this finding shows that photo-
stabilization is primarily the result of interactions between
individual dyes and the DNA nanostructures they are linked
to−not dye−dye interactions.
Why then did the aforementioned measurement with

increased dye−dye spacings (≥8 nm) exhibit ∼2× lower τ
and Nphotons?

13 Upon further inspection, we found that Cy3
dyes were attached to the larger cube nanostructure via 2T

overhangs, which could have partially disrupted dye−DNA
interactions and thus reduced photstability.27 Similar over-
hangs were not used to attach dyes to FluoroCubes,
highlighting the importance and sensitivity of dye−DNA
interactions in photostabilization.

Our conclusions suggest that FluoroCube size can be further
reduced, so long as dye−DNA interactions are preserved. To
test this hypothesis, we designed 1-dye and 2-dye FluoroCubes
composed of only two strands with approximate dimensions of
4.0 × 4.0 × 2.7 nm3 (assuming a duplex width of 2 nm and
length of ∼0.34 nm per basepair, see Figures 1c,h and S3). To
relieve internal strain within this nanostructure, we added 2T
or 4T loops (both appear to work equally well, Figure S3) to
each of the three duplex crossovers. These 2-strand

Figure 1. Cy3 FluoroCube photostability arises from interactions between fluorophores and the DNA nanostructure. (a) Schematic depiction of
fluorocube assembly from four oligonucleotides. (b) Depiction of fluorocubes captured on surface via biotin−streptavidin linker. (c) Depiction of
assembly and surface capture of miniature fluorocubes assembled from two strands. (d) Initial frame from video of single molecule photobleaching
of 3-dye FluoroCubes. A zoomed-in region is shown for 28 frames taken at 24 s intervals throughout the video. (e) Same as d, but for 6-dye
FluoroCubes. Note the logarithmic scale of the intensity scale bar applicable to panels d and e. (f) Two representative photon count versus time
traces (light and dark blue curves, respectively) each for 3-dye (top) and 6-dye (bottom) FluoroCubes. (g) Average photon count (left y-axis scale,
blue curves) and percent of unbleached FluoroCubes (right y-axis scale, red curves) with dashed line fits (to eqs 1 and 2, respectively) for 3-dye
(top) and 6-dye (bottom) FluoroCubes. (h) Plot summarizing Nphotons versus n for 14 fluorocube constructs, showing roughly linear scaling. Blue
curve and shading show best-fit and 95% confidence interval of the linear fit. Horizontal green dashed line indicates Nphotons for a single Cy3 dye
attached to a double-stranded DNA duplex. Blue dots show best-fit values from individual videos of standard 4-strand FluoroCube photobleaching.
Black dots show average of all best-fit values at a given n. Red triangles show best-fit values from individual videos of 2-strand FluoroCubes
photobleaching. Black dotted line is a linear curve that passes through the origin and the 1-dye average value. (i) Same as h, but for 1/k1
(normalized to a common excitation laser power density) showing no significant correlation with n.
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FluoroCubes appeared to emit slightly more photons than full-
size 4-strand 1- and 2-dye FluoroCubes, although the two
constructs were imaged using different microscopes (p = 0.033
and p = 0.015, respectively, Figures S3 and S6). These 2-strand
FluoroCubes have a similar volume (∼45 nm3) to minimal
green fluorescent protein (∼36 nm3),35 and could potentially
be loaded with additional fluorophores via modification of
internal sites and the remaining unused strand terminus.
As a control, we performed single molecule photobleaching

studies of single Cy3 dyes attached to surface-captured double-
stranded DNA (dsDNA; Figure 1h,i). We were able to collect
4× as many photons (1.2 million) per Cy3 dye than reported
in the previous work on FluoroCubes13 (0.3 million). As a
result, the 6-dye FluoroCube to 1-dye DNA duplex ratios of
photobleaching half-life and total photon count are lower in
this work (6.4 ± 0.5× and 12.3 ± 0.6×, respectively) than
originally reported13 (54× and 43×, respectively). (The
photobleaching half-life ratio was calculated by multiplying
the ratio of k1 values, 2.9, by 1.13ln(7) − see Supporting
Information Note 1). Our ratios are therefore in line with the
enhancements reported in the same prior work13 for dyes other
than Cy3. The discrepancy between our work and the previous
study may lie in slight differences between buffer conditions,
purification strategies, and imaging systems.
Nphotons/n did not scale significantly with n (p = 0.069),

suggesting a linear increase in brightness with n. However, this
result appeared to be influenced by the high Nphotons exhibited
by 4-dye FluoroCubes (which was indistinguishable from that
of 6-dye FluoroCubes, p = 0.38). (Increased aggregation was
not the source of the high brightness for 4-dye FluoroCubes,
Supporting Information Note 2). For n ≠ 4, Nphotons scaled
sublinearly with n (p < 0.001) on-surface (Figure S6), and
brightness scaled sublinearly in bulk solution (Figure S7). This
suggests that dye−dye interactions such as H-dimerization and
singlet−singlet annihilation may actually negatively impact
FluoroCube performance by reducing Nphotons.

33,36,37

To assess the role of dye−dye interactions in FluoroCube
performance, we performed statistical comparisons between
our single molecule photobleaching measurements. For these
comparisons, FluoroCube constructs were grouped according
to interdye spacing (for 2-dye Fluorocubes) and n (Figure S8−
9, Supporting Information Note 3). While we observed
differences in I0 and Nphotons as a function of n, these quantities
did not differ between 2-dye constructs as a function of
interdye spacing. (Few differences in k1 were observed between
constructs). Accordingly, we sought an alternative approach for
assessing the role of dye−dye interactions.
Nonfluorescent face-to-face Cy3 H-dimers can be detected

via the presence of a large blue-shifted peak13,32,38 in the Cy3
absorbance spectrum. We measured absorbance spectra of all
14 FluoroCube constructs (Figures 2a,b, S10) and observed H-
dimerization in four: 2-dye AB, 3-dye ABC, 5-dye ABC-AC,
and 6-dye ABC-ABC. These four constructs (which we call
“+H”) collectively exhibited significantly fewer Nphotons/n
(photons detected per dye) than the ten other, low H-
dimerization constructs (which we call “−H”, Figures 2c, S11).
None of these constructs were fully quenched, suggesting that
H-dimerization is imperfect (i.e., dyes continuously transition
between dimeric and monomeric states).37 The +H and -H
groups showed no significant difference in k1 (Figures 2d,
S11), suggesting that H-dimerization does not alter photo-
bleaching kinetics.

Figure 2. H-dimerization can perturb FluoroCube function. (a)
Representative absorbance spectra of 4-dye BC-BC (left) and 6-dye
ABC-ABC FluoroCubes. A curve fit, consisting of a Cy3 spectrum
plus an H-dimer peak centered on ∼515 nm (see Figure S10 for more
information) is shown in cyan. The two components of the curve fit
are shown in magenta and green. (b) The height of the H-dimer
component of the absorbance spectrum fit (best fit ± 95% confidence
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The intensity of single +H FluoroCubes fluctuated
significantly more than −H FluoroCubes (Figure S12). We
ascribe this observation to the increased number of discrete
brightness levels that are possible when dyes can exist in (and
transition between) monomeric and dimeric states. The 4-dye
FluoroCubes exhibited the fewest intensity fluctuations of all
constructs. Altogether, reducing n from six to four significantly
reduces intensity fluctuations without compromising total
photon count, brightness, or photostability−thus representing
an overall improvement in performance at reduced cost.

We noticed that H-dimerization only occurred in constructs
with a pair (or two pairs) of dyes that were 1) on adjacent
duplexes, and 2) both attached to a terminal A-T pair. Cyanine
dyes are known to stack against the termini of the DNA
duplexes they are coupled to, and the energy of stacking to a
terminal G-C is ∼2−4 kcal/mol higher than stacking to a
terminal A-T.39 Therefore, it appears that H-dimerization may
only occur when two fluorophores are close (within ∼2 nm)
and are both unstacked from their respective DNA duplex
termini. Perhaps in future work, FluoroCube performance can
be improved by strategically mutating terminal basepairs to
limit H-dimerization.

We also measured the excited-state fluorescence lifetimes
(Figures 2e, S13, and S14) and time-resolved fluorescence
anisotropies (Figure S13b) of our 14 constructs. The
fluorescence lifetime was significantly shorter for +H
constructs than -H constructs (p < 0.001), and correlated
negatively with n for +H constructs (p < 0.01) but not -H
constructs (p = 0.74). Decreased excited state lifetime is a
hallmark of fluorescence quenching and H-dimerization due to
increased competition between radiative and nonradiative
energy decay pathways. Fluorescence anisotropy negatively
correlated with n, which we attribute to FRET between Cy3
dyes (homoFRET, Figures S15 and S16). While homoFRET
alone is not expected to reduce FluoroCube brightness, its
presence suggests that singlet−singlet annihilation (which

Figure 2. continued

interval of the fit), normalized to the height of the Cy3 spectrum
component, is shown for each of the 14 constructs studied in this
work. Four constructs (2-dye AB, 3-dye ABC, 5-dye ABC-AC, and 6-
dye ABC-ABC) stand out as exhibiting heightened levels of H-
dimerization. (c−e) Scattered points showing individual measure-
ments Nphotons/n (b), k1 (c), and the excited state fluorescence lifetime
(d) measured as a function of n. Red and blue scatter points show
FluoroCubes that exhibit low and high degrees of H-dimerization,
respectively. Two-sided t tests comparing all constructs in high and
low H-dimerization groups (right side of each plot) showed that the
constructs with high degrees of H-dimerization emit fewer total
photons and have shorter excited state lifetimes than their low H-
dimerization counterparts yet exhibit the same rate of photobleaching
(*** denotes p < 0.001, n.s. denotes p > 0.05).

Figure 3. FluoroCubes are compatible with dark quenching applications. (a) Schematic of single-stranded 15 nt fluorogenic DNA exhibiting
dequenching upon hybridization to a full complement (left) and in-solution normalized fluorescence intensity before and after equimolar addition
of a full complement oligonucleotide in 4× PBS (right). (b−d) Same as panel a, but for 6-dye, 3-dye cis, and 3-dye trans FluoroCubes in 1× TBE
with 12 mM MgCl2. Note that all four plots in a−d have different y-axis scales and have dashed curves showing the results of control experiments
performed in the absence of BHQ-2 quenchers. (e) Maximum in-solution normalized fluorescence intensity from seven 1-, 2-, and 3-dye cis
FluoroCube constructs, as well as a FluoroCube-free control. Circles show individual data points from six experimental replicates, whereas bars and
errorbars show average and standard deviation of replicates. The right y-axis shows the quenching efficiency at each grid line.
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reduces brightness at high laser power via a similar process to
homoFRET) may occur. Consistent with this expectation (and
with prior work13), brightness/n was negatively correlated with
n at high laser powers (Figure S15). See Supporting
Information Note 4 for additional discussion of homoFRET
and annihilation.
We next tested the compatibility of FluoroCubes with dark

quenchers. Previous work has shown that unstructured DNA
oligonucleotides (∼15 nt in length) flanked by fluorophore-
quencher pairs exhibit high fluorogenicity (i.e., their brightness
strongly increases upon hybridization to a complementary
oligonucleotide, Figure 3a).22,23 To apply this principle to
FluoroCubes, we appended a 15 nt single-stranded overhang
with a terminal black hole quencher (BHQ-2) to a 6-dye
FluoroCube (Figure 3b), expecting that the BHQ-2 would
form a ground-state complex with (and thus quench) the Cy3
dyes on the same face as the overhang (Figure 3a). To assess
quenching efficiency, we measured in-solution fluorescence
intensity before and after the addition of a complement strand,
which hybridizes to the overhang and thus separates the
quencher from the Cy3 dyes.22,23

The 6-dye fluorogenic FluoroCube’s fluorescence increased
by ∼60% following hybridization, (Figure 3b). For reference,
the overhang strand alone flanked by Cy5 and BHQ-2
exhibited a ∼20×, or 2,000%, increase (Figure 3a). We
hypothesized that the lower fluorogenicity of the 6-dye
FluoroCube could be explained by moderate quenching of
the three fluorophores on the same face as the overhang and
inefficient quenching of the three fluorophores on the opposite
face. To test this hypothesis, we designed two 3-dye

FluoroCubes: one with three fluorophores on the same side
as the quencher overhang (cis, Figures 3c and S17b), and one
with three fluorophores on the opposite side (trans, Figure 3d
and S17b). The 3-dye cis- and trans-FluoroCubes exhibited
400% and 25% increase in fluorescence upon hybridization,
respectively (Figure 3c,d). The 400% increase for the 3-dye cis
FluoroCube corresponds to an 80% quenching efficiency.

To determine whether the quenching efficiency could be
increased beyond 80%, we assembled and tested six additional
cis FluoroCube constructs (Figure S17). Specifically, we
designed three 1-dye cis Fluorocube constructs, each with a
fluorophore in one of three positions (denoted A, B, and C as
shown in Figure 3e) and three 2-dye cis Fluorocube constructs,
each with two fluorophores in a unique combination of those
positions. The 1-dye A, 1-dye B, and 2-dye AB constructs all
exhibited a ∼ 50% quenching efficiency, which was
significantly lower than that of the 3-dye cis-FluoroCube (p
< 0.01, Figure 3e). However, the 1-dye C, 2-dye AC, and 2-dye
BC constructs each exhibited enhanced (85−90%) quenching
efficiencies, which were significantly higher than that of the 3-
dye cis-FluoroCube construct (p < 0.01, Figure 3e).

To summarize, quenching efficiency appears to be
maximized when a fluorophore is in position C and there are
either no additional fluorophores or one fluorophore in either
position A or position B (but not both). The site dependence
of fluorogenicity is likely the result of localized properties such
as linkage strategy, DNA sequence, and H-dimerization,13,40

Such local properties, as well as localized properties of
neighboring dyes, likely affect the extent to which the quencher
can interact with the dye. As pointed out in the section on H-

Figure 4. FluoroCubes are compatible with FRET applications. (a) Schematic depiction of the one-pot assembly of Cy3-Cy5 FluoroCube
complexes from eight strands (left) or separated FluoroCubes with the addition of a separator strand. (b) Image of the effective FRET efficiency
Eeff, of single and complexed FluoroCubes in a 3% agarose gel after 3 h of gel electrophoresis. (c) The raw images used to calculate Eeff (the lanes
are the same as in (b). Gel images are labeled on the left with a + and − end showing that the electrophoretic direction was from top (−) to bottom
(+) in the image. Curly brackets show the approximate coordinates that were generally interpreted as containing assembled FluoroCube complexes
(i), individual FluoroCubes (ii), or incomplete FluoroCubes and unassembled single strands (iii). We expect that the presence of multiple bands in
ii and iii is the result of end-to-end stacking between FluoroCubes. (d) Integrated Eeff for the three lanes (this is mathematically valid because Eeff is
proportional to the concentration of FRET complex) showing very high FRET for only the complexed FluoroCubes with both Cy3 and Cy5 dyes.
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dimerization, the dye in the C-position is flanked immediately
by a C-G pair, while the A- and B-position dyes are flanked by
A-T pairs (Table S1). Accordingly, the C-position dye could
be expected to spend more time directly stacked against its
duplex’s terminus.39 Conversely, the A- and B-position dyes are
bound to less thermodynamically stable duplex termini, and
thus may spend more time in an unstacked state due to duplex
“breathing”.41 Perhaps the DNA-stacked fluorophore at the C-
position is more readily available for contact quenching by
BHQ-2 than the unstacked fluorophores at the A- and B-
positions and, following recruitment to the C-position, the
quencher can efficiently quench one additional unstacked
fluorophore.
Finally, we examined whether FluoroCubes could be used in

FRET applications. Via one-pot assembly, we coassembled a 6-
dye Cy3 FluoroCube (donor) and a 6-dye Cy5 FluoroCube
(acceptor) attached via complementary single-stranded DNA
overhangs (Figure 4a). We also performed the same assembly
in the presence of excess “separator” strand, which binds to the
Cy5 FluoroCube’s overhang more stably (21 bp) than the Cy3
FluoroCube’s overhang does (15 bp). (The separator can also
displace the Cy3 FluoroCube’s overhang through toehold-
mediated strand displacement.) We then performed agarose
gel electrophoresis for 3 h postassembly and imaged the gel to
measure the effective FRET efficiency (Eeff, an imperfect
quantifier of FRET that is proportional to the concentration of
donor−acceptor complex, Figures 4b,c, and S18). In the
absence of the separator, a low mobility band (assembled
complex) exhibited high Eeff (Figure 4b−d). In the presence of
the separator strand, the low mobility band disappeared and
was replaced by higher mobility bands (individual Fluoro-
Cubes), which exhibited low Eeff (Figure 4b−d). When the
separator and all six dyes on the Cy3 FluoroCube were
removed, the low mobility band was recovered, but the Eeff of
this band remained low (Figure 4b-d). Similar results were
observed when using a 3-dye cis Cy3 FluoroCube, and with 3-
and 6-dye Cy3 fluorogenic FluoroCubes (Figure S19). These
results demonstrate that FluoroCubes are compatible with
FRET applications.
The current work presents evidence that Cy3 FluoroCube

ultraphotostability arises from dye−DNA interactions, rather
than dye−dye interactions. We expect that the same is true for
FluoroCubes with other dyes, particularly structural analogs
like Cy5. Cy3 is known to photobleach through two parallel
pathways: isomerization and photo-oxidation.42 The four-helix
bundle may inhibit isomerization by interacting through
stacking interactions43 with the Cy3 and stabilizing the bright
isomer.7,27 The bundle may also inhibit photo-oxidation by
excluding oxygen from the fluorophores’ local environment or
by altering the electronic structure of the dye’s excited state7

(as indicated by changes to Cy3 FluoroCubes’ emission
spectra13). Similar levels of photostabilization have been
observed when Cy3 is attached internally to double stranded
DNA27 (and even proteins44,45), suggesting that the presence
of multiple bundled DNA duplex termini further compound
such effects. For future work, this interpretation naturally raises
important questions: How much further can photostability be
enhanced by attaching dyes to larger DNA bundles or labeling
them internally, deep within dense DNA origami nanostruc-
tures? Do bundled DNA nanostructures generally confer
stabilization to certain fluorophores? Recent work has shown
that fluorophores can interact with DNA nanotechnology
through a variety of interactions modes (e.g., base stacking,

groove binding, binding to crossovers) that are highly sensitive
to attachment chemistry and local DNA environment.46 Some
of these interactions are unique to multihelix structural motifs.
We find it likely that single molecule photobleaching studies of
existing DNA-based technologies47,48 may reveal photostability
that exceeds what has already been shown.

Dye−dye interactions, on the other hand, appear to
undermine FluoroCube quality.37 Our work suggests that 4-
dye FluoroCubes may be optimal, potentially because they best
balance the trade-off between having increased brightness due
to increased n and an increase in self-quenching interactions
due to crowding of fluorophores into a small space. Four-dye
FluoroCubes also benefit from having two additional free DNA
termini that can be labeled with useful chemical tags such as
triplet state quenchers,49 photoprotective agents,50 and
targeting motifs.51 Even four-dye FluoroCubes will likely
suffer from brightness reduction at very high laser powers due
to singlet−singlet annihilation. However, the control and
programmability offered by DNA nanotechnology suggests
that similar processes with desirable outcomes−such as
triplet−triplet annihilation for photon upconversion−could
be rationally engineered using FluoroCube-like technologies.52

This work also demonstrates that FluoroCubes are
compatible with FRET and dark quenching applications.
Extension of these principles to single molecule applications
could enable high signal-to-noise studies of molecular
conformational dynamics with unprecedented duration (>1
h).15,53 The high photostability of individual FluoroCubes,
even in the absence of OSS (FluoroCubes without OSS have
comparable photostability to individual fluorophores in
OSS13) could allow such studies, typically performed on
purified biochemicals conjugated to glass, to be performed
within living cells and other more complex systems. The
similarity in size between FluoroCubes (particularly miniature
2-strand FluoroCubes) and genetically encoded fluorescent
proteins speaks to the feasibility of such techniques. Cytosolic
delivery of FluoroCubes is a challenge that may necessitate
microinjection or plasma membrane permeabilization.54

Susceptibility to nuclease degradation is also a potential
concern, although it is also possible that, similar to other DNA
nanostructures, FluoroCubes exhibit increased resistance to
nucleases.55

The tight packing of dyes on a FluoroCube enables
simultaneous quenching of multiple fluorophores by a single
dark quencher (Figure 2). The maximum quenching efficiency
of ∼90% can potentially be improved further with the use of
multiple quenchers56 and/or sequence refinement. Fluorogenic
FluoroCubes are likely compatible with existing techniques
such as molecular tension fluorescence microscopy24,25,57−60

and fluorogenic DNA PAINT.22 Because dark quenchers are
known to shield fluorophores from photobleaching,61 fluoro-
genic FluoroCubes may one day enable DNA PAINT22,60,62

and kinetic fingerprinting-type19,63,64 applications in which the
imagers are under constant illumination, confined to fixed
compartments (e.g., live cells) without the ability to exchange
with the surrounding environment.
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I. Methods

Materials 
All reagents for preparing buffers were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich or Thermo-Fisher and used 

without further purification. All dilutions and were performed in Milli-Q ultrapure water (henceforth 
referred to simply as water). All oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT 
– Iowa, USA), diluted to 100 µm in water, and used without further purification. Oligonucleotides labeled 
with fluorophores and/or quenchers were purchased from IDT with HPLC purification, and all others were 
purchased with standard desalting.

Design of FluoroCubes
The Cy3 FluoroCube strand sequences used in this work were taken directly from previous work1 

and are shown in Table S1. Dyes that were removed (for studies of FluoroCubes with fewer than 6 dyes) 
were replaced with 4T overhangs to inhibit end-to-end stacking interactions between FluoroCubes. The 2-
strand FluoroCube was designed by first determining a routing diagram (Figure S3a) that could conceivably 
produce a stable rectangular prism 4-helix bundle from two 32 nt oligonucleotides. Once the routing 
diagram was determined, a MATLAB script was used to determine which oligonucleotide sequence could 
fold with strand A to achieve the desired routing. Poly-T loops were added because the routing diagram is 
sterically hindered. The Cy5 FluoroCube used in this work was designed by taking the Cy3 FluoroCube 
strands and swapping all A bases with G bases and swapping all T bases with C bases, and vice-versa. 
While this design was suitable for this work, for future studies we recommend against using these sequences 
because they contain high GC content, which may result in low folding yield. The fluorogenic sequence 
was designed for a different research project to possess no predicted secondary structure using a MATLAB-
based screening algorithm. This algorithm will be presented in a later manuscript. 

FluoroCube assembly and agarose gel purification
FluoroCubes were assembled and purified as previously described1. Briefly, FluoroCube strands 

were mixed to a final, equimolar concentrations of 2-10 μM in folding buffer (5 mM Tris pH 8.5, 1 mM 
EDTA and 40 mM MgCl2). Annealing was performed in a Nexus thermocycler (Eppendorf) by denaturation 
at 85 °C for 5 min followed by cooling from 80 to 65 °C at a rate of 1 °C per 5 min, followed by cooling 
from 65 to 25 °C at a rate of 1 °C per 20 min. Following this process, samples were held at 4 °C. Within 
less than three hours, samples were mixed with ~10 µL of a 50-50 (w/w) loading mixture of glycerol and 
water and immediately loaded into wells of a 3% (or 4% where noted) agarose gel in 1x TBE with 12 mM 
MgCl2 in a 4 °C cold room. Agarose gel electrophoresis was then run for 3 hours (unless otherwise 
indicated) at 70 V in the cold room. The gels were scanned using a Typhoon 410 Variable Mode Imager 
(GE Healthcare) operating in fluorescence mode. The PMT voltage was calculated via the “auto-PMT” 
feature based on pre-scans. FluoroCube-rich regions of the gel could be seen by eye due to Cy3 light 
scattering and absorbance, and were excised with razor blades and placed into Freeze n’ Squeeze tubes 
(Bio-Rad Sciences, 732-6165) for purification. Purified FluoroCube absorbance spectra were measured 
using a Nanodrop spectrophotometer with the “microarray” setting, and the absorbance at 260 nm (A260) 
was used as a measure of concentration. Purified FluoroCubes were kept at 4 °C (in 1x TBE with 12 mM 
MgCl2) for up to six months before use.

Preparation of surfaces and sample cells
Surfaces and sample cells were constructed as previously described2-4. Briefly, glass coverslips 

were prepared via 3 steps: 1) VWR No. 1.5, 24×50 mm coverslips (VWR, catalog no. 48393-241) were 
cleaned via 3 min of plasma etching, followed by two rinses with acetone. 2) Cleaned coverslips were then 
mounted in a Coplin jar and aminated via incubation at room temperature in a 3% v/v solution of (3-
aminopropyl) triethoxysilane (APTES)  (Sigma-Aldrich,  catalog  no. A3648-100ML) in acetone, followed 
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by a 1 min sonication and another 10 min incubation at room temperature. 3) Aminated coverslips were 
subsequently passivated by sandwiching 80-100 µL of a 1:100 mixture of biotin-PEG-5000 (0.0025 
mg/mL) and mPEG-5000 (0.25 mg/mL Laysan Bio, Inc.) in 0.1 M sodium bicarbonate between pairs of 
coverslips (generally, coverslips were prepared in batches of 8) and incubating at room temperature 
overnight in the dark. The slides were then rinsed under a stream of water and further passivated by 
sandwiching 80-100 μL of 0.03 mg/μL disulfosuccinimidyltartrate (DST, Soltec Ventures, catalog no.  
CL107) in 1M sodium bicarbonate between pairs of coverslips and incubating at room temperature in the 
dark for 30 min. Passivated coverslips were then stored for up to 2 months in the dark at -20 °C. 

To construct sample cells, 100 μL pipet tips were cut to a length of ∼2 cm as measured from the 
wide end, and the noncut base was adhered to a passivated glass coverslip via epoxy (Hardman 
Double/Bubble #04001). In this manner, 6-8 sample cells could be attached to each coverslip. Sample cells 
were then washed 3× in 1×phosphate buffer saline (1×PBS). Each sample cell “wash” entails pipetting ~200 
µL of solution into the sample cell, then slowly pipetting the full solution up and down 3× before discarding 
the wash solution. Sample cells were then incubated for ~10 min with 0.01 mg/mL streptavidin in 1× PBS 
and subsequently washed 3× in 1×PBS and 1× in FluoroCube buffer. FluoroCube buffer consists of 20 mM 
Tris pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA, 20 mM MgCl2 (note that previous work1 used 20 mM Mg-Acetate instead of 
MgCl2) and 50 mM NaCl. Biotin-labeled FluoroCubes were then incubated in sample cells for 5 min at an 
effective concentration of A260=2.5 × 10-6 (however, this incubation time and concentration was adjusted 
from experiment to experiment to achieve surface densities that were acceptable for single molecule 
photobleaching experiments) and subsequently washed 5× in FluoroCube buffer. These samples were then 
used for imaging experiments on the same day and/or stored at 4°C in the dark for up to two weeks. For 
experiments performed on subsequent days, sample cells were washed 3× in FluoroCube buffer before 
imaging.

Single molecule imaging and analysis
The vast majority of single molecule photobleaching data in this work was collected on the single 

particle tracker (SPT) microscope housed in the Single Molecule Analysis in Real-Time (SMART) Center 
at the University of Michigan. Some additional studies (specifically, the images shown in Figure 1 d&e and 
the 2-strand FluoroCube data shown in Figure S3, as well as preliminary trials not published here) were 
performed on the Oxford Nanoimager (ONI) microscope housed in the Walter lab at the University of 
Michigan. 

The SPT has an IX-81 computer-controlled Olympus microscope body. For these studies, a 100× 
oil 1.4NA (UPLSAPO100XO) objective was used, along with a quadband dichroic (Chroma) with 
405/488/561/640 pass bands and a Sapphire 561-50 CW laser operated at 100% power (~50 mW at the 
laser head). The laser power through-the-objective was measured on the day of each experiment using a 
handheld power meter with the laser oriented in epifluorescence mode. Typical power measurements were 
between 7 and 11 mW. The total spot size of the laser is ~400 um in diameter, corresponding to an excitation 
laser power density (with 10 mW total) of ~8 W/cm2. A Cell^TIRF (Olympus) module was used to orient 
the excitation laser in total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) mode with a penetration depth of 110 
nm. An Olympus ZDC2 z-drift control module was used to prevent loss of focus during image acquisition.

The ONI is a Nanoimager S with 405 nm, 473 nm, 532 nm, and 640 nm lasers and a 640 nm 
dichroic that splits emission to separate paths to two cameras. For this study, the 532 nm laser (100 mW 
max power at the laser head) was used at a 30 mW setting in TIRF mode. The emission light in this 
microscope passes through a 550-620 nm bandpass filter before reaching the camera. While the fraction of 
laser power that passes from the laser to the sample is expected to be high, the intensity of light leaving the 
laser fluctuates over ~min timescales, meaning that not all experiments performed on this microscope were 
conducted stably at 30 mW. As such, the ONI data (Figure S3 and the images in Figure 1 d-e) were only 
suitable for visual display and the estimation of the total number of detected photons ( ).𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠

Generally, surfaces were focused upon manually and the z-drift control system was activated to 
obtain stably in-focus FluoroCubes. The laser was then de-activated and the stage was moved laterally to 
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an area of the sample well that had not previously been exposed to the excitation laser. Digital control of 
the laser was then used to activate the laser immediately prior to the commencement of a 10-min acquisition. 
Videos were collected as stream acquisitions with 500 ms frames. Three videos of one sample well were 
generally collected serially using automated stage shifting between videos. Imaging was performed in two 
different conditions, denoted +OSS or -OSS. The +OSS condition was performed in 0.89x FluoroCube 
buffer with an oxygen scavenger system (OSS) consisting of 1 mM Trolox, 5 mM protocatechuic acid 
(PCA), and 50 nM protocatechuate-3,4-dioxygenase (PCD). The -OSS condition consisted of 1x 
FluoroCube buffer.

Measurement and analysis of fluorescence lifetime and fluorescence anisotropy
Fluorescence lifetime and fluorescence anisotropy measurements were collected on an Alba time-resolved 
confocal fluorescence microscope (ISS Inc.)  equipped with an IX-81 Olympus microscope body, a U-Plan 
S-APO 60X water immersion objective (1.2 NA, 0.28 mm working distance), an SPC-830 time-correlated 
single photon counting board (Becker & Hickl), an SC-400-8-PP Super-continuum laser (Fianium), and 
two cooled, low-noise avalanche photodiodes. At least three replicates were collected for each experiment. 
FluoroCubes (and free Cy3 controls) were excited with linearly polarized 561 nm light using a Fianium 
WhiteLase supercontinuum laser with an acousto-optic tunable filter for wavelength selection. Picosecond 
laser pulses were applied to the sample at 20 MHz for 5 minutes per acquisition. Fluorescent emission was 
filtered through a 593/40 bandpass filter and split by a polarizing beam-splitting cube between two 
photodiode acquisition channels (the  channel, which is polarized parallel to the excitation light, and the 𝐼 ∥

 channel, which is polarized perpendicular to the excitation light). The instrument response function 𝐼 ⊥
(IRF) of each detection channel was measured by placing a mirror above the objective and recording the 
time-resolved response from reflected 561nm photons.  
Prior to image collection, 6-dye FluoroCubes were imaged under different excitation powers, and the 
highest power that didn’t appear to cause substantial photobleaching in the time that single FluoroCubes 
diffuse through the confocal volume was used for all subsequent experimentation. The confocal volume 
has a radius of ~280 nm and a total power of ~20 uW, resulting in an excitation laser power density of 
~8,000 W/cm2.
Sample cells were prepared by oxygen-plasma cleaning coverglass (to limit non-specific adsorption of 
FluoroCubes to the glass surface) and affixing pipette tips to the glass as described above. Samples were 
diluted to an A260 nm absorbance of 0.00005 in 1x FluoroCube buffer before acquisition with 0.05% (w/v) 
Tween-20 (which also helps to limit nonspecific absorption to the coverglass). When stated, the 
experimental buffer also included an OSS consisting of 1 mM Trolox, 5 mM PCA, and 50 nM PCD. For 
non-OSS samples, the volume of PCA/PCD/Trolox was replaced by deionized water. The time resolved 
fluorescence anisotropy measurements were also performed in 1x FluoroCube buffer with 30% (by volume) 
glycerol. We added glycerol to slow the FluoroCubes’ rotation to better assess the effect of homoFRET on 
anisotropy decay.
Analysis of fluorescent lifetime was performed using custom-written MATLAB scripts. Histograms of 
arrival times were calculated, and fluorescence lifetimes were fit to histograms using the tail-fit method 
(e.g. ignoring the early, sub ~300 ps post-pulse time-points that are often distorted due to overlap with the 
IRF). We fit all histograms with mono-, bi-, and tri-exponential decay functions and found that bi-
exponential decay was much more accurate than mono-exponential decay and roughly as accurate as tri-
exponential decay. Therefore, we calculated fluorescence lifetime by taking the weighted average of the 
lifetimes in the two exponentials from the bi-exponential decay fit.

The Isotropic brightness ( ) of the sample (figure S15b, top) was calculated as𝐼𝑖𝑠𝑜

𝐼𝑖𝑠𝑜 = 𝐼 ∥ + 2𝐺𝐼 ⊥

where  is the G-factor estimated as the ratio of  measured using freely-diffusing Atto488 dye. The 𝐺 𝐼 ∥ ⁄𝐼 ⊥  
fluorescence anisotropy ( ) was calculated as𝑟
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𝑟 =
𝐼 ∥ ― 𝐺𝐼 ⊥

𝐼𝑖𝑠𝑜

For the steady-state fluorescence anisotropy calculation, these calculations were performed with  and  𝐼 ⊥ 𝐼 ∥
as the total number of photons counted in each of the two channels. The time resolved fluorescence 
anisotropy, , was calculated as a function of time by binning occurrences by arrival time and calculating 𝑟(𝑡)
the anisotropy for each bin with the equation above. Equation 3 in the main text was then fit to  vs  for 𝑟(𝑡) 𝑡
each sample using custom MATLAB code (via MATLAB’s “fminsearch” function) with IRF 
deconvolution.

In solution fluorogenicity measurements
Fluorogenicity was measured using an ID3 plate reader (Molecular Devices, San Jose, CA, USA). 

Briefly, 100 µL of fluorogenic FluoroCube in 1x TBE with 12 mM MgCl2 at A260=0.01 (or, as a control, 
100 nM fluorogenic probe in 4x PBS) was added to each imaging well in a 96-well plate. The-96 well plate 
was then inserted into the plate reader, and all wells were imaged in the “fluorescence” mode with low 
EMT gain, a 100 ms integration time, a read height of 1 mm, and excitation/emission wavelengths of 
540/570 (Cy3) and 640/670 (Cy5). All wells in the experiment, as well as a negative control well with 
buffer only, were imaged at ~1-min intervals for ~10 min. Then, 1 µL of 100 µM full complement was 
added to each well to achieve a final concentration of 1 µM. Fluorescence intensity was again recorded at 
1-min intervals for 30+ min to allow the in-solution intensity to plateau.  The fluorescence intensity vs. 
time data for each well was then exported as an Excel table, loaded in MATLAB, baseline subtracted (using 
the negative control) and then divided by the initial intensity ( , calculated by averaging the 11 intensity 𝐼0
measurements taken before the addition of the full complement) to obtain . Fluorogenicity was then 𝐼/𝐼0
defined as the maximum  measured from throughout the timelapse (Figure 3e).𝐼/𝐼0

In-gel measurement of effective FRET efficiency
Agarose gels containing FluoroCubes for FRET experiments (Figures 4, S18-19) were imaged 

using a Typhoon 410 Variable Mode Imager (GE Healthcare) operating in Fluorescence mode. A sensitized 
emission acquisition, consisting of one image with Cy3 emission and excitation filters ( ), one image 𝐼𝐶𝑦3
with Cy5 emission and excitation filters ( ), and one with the Cy3 excitation filter and the Cy5 emission 𝐼𝐶𝑦5
filter ( ). This process cannot be used to directly calculate FRET efficiency. Instead, the effective FRET 𝐼𝐹𝑅𝐸𝑇
efficiency ( ), which is linearly proportional to the number of complexes exhibiting FRET, was 𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓
calculated and compared between conditions.  was calculated as:𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
𝐼𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠

𝐼𝐶𝑦5

where the sensitized emission image ( ) is:𝐼𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠

𝐼𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠 = 𝐼𝐹𝑅𝐸𝑇 ― 𝑑𝐼𝐶𝑦3 ― 𝑎𝐼𝐶𝑦5

The bleed-through coefficients  and  were calculated by measuring  /  of a Cy3-only sample 𝑑 𝑎 𝐼𝐹𝑅𝐸𝑇 𝐼𝐶𝑦3
and by measuring /  of a Cy5-only sample (both imaged within the same gel), respectively (Figure 𝐼𝐹𝑅𝐸𝑇 𝐼𝐶𝑦5
S18). To compare FRET between conditions,  was integrated along gel lanes.𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓
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Data processing
Data processing was performed in MATLAB 2020b, with some preliminary image viewing in Fiji 

(an enhanced version of ImageJ, version 1.53f51) and fluorogenic data storage in Microsoft Excel. Figures 
were prepared in Adobe Illustrator CC 2019. Single molecule photobleaching studies were processed using 
an automated process shown in Figure S2. Curve fitting to single molecule photobleaching data was 
performed using MATLAB’s built-in “fit” command (for single molecule photobleaching studies). Curve 
fit confidence intervals shown in Figure 1 h&i were obtained using MATLAB’s built-in “predint” function 
with the simultaneous and functional options set. Correlations were performed using the corrcoef command. 

 was calculated from best-fit parameters . Statistical comparisons were conducted using t-tests 𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝐴/𝑘1
and Pearson’s correlations unless stated otherwise. FRET FluoroCube data were processed using a pipeline 
shown in Figure S18. Fluorescence lifetime and anisotropy data processing was performed in MATLAB as 
described in the methods sub-section “Measurement and analysis of fluorescence lifetime and 
fluorescence anisotropy” above.
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II. Supplementary Figures

Figure S1: Fourteen FluoroCube constructs and purification
Schematic depictions and excerpts of Cy3 fluorescence images taken of 3% agarose gels post-
electrophoresis for the 14 constructs used in this work. In all cases electrophoresis was performed directly 
following assembly. All gel images are labeled on the left with a + and – end showing that the direction of 
flow was from top (-) to bottom (+) in the image. A dividing line shows the approximate flow coordinates 
that were generally interpreted as containing assembled FluoroCubes (i) or incomplete FluoroCubes and 
un-assembled single strands (ii). Examples of gels with lanes containing only single-stranded DNA can be 
found in Figures S3 and S17. Following collection of these images, bands expected to contain assembled 
FluoroCubes were cut out using a razor blade and transferred to Freeze N’ Squeeze tubes for purification.
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Figure S2: Single molecule photobleaching experiment pipeline
The top left shows the first full frame from a photobleaching experiment video (taken of 4-dye BC-BC 
FluoroCubes). Bandpass, peak localization, and peak tracking functions were taken from the IDL particle 
tracker software5 (adapted for MATLAB by Daniel Blair and Eric Dufresne). First, a bandpass function is 
used to remove low- and high-frequency noise from the image. Bandpass lower and upper bounds were set 
to 1 pixel (the typical length scale of high-frequency noise) and 5 pixels (roughly the width of a single 
molecule point spread function), respectively. Next, peaks are localized in each frame and used to measure 
drift via trajectory averaging. Next, the peaks for the first frame were parsed to exclude peaks that were 
within ~10 pixels of an image border or other peaks. A square ROI was drawn around each remaining peak, 
and the summed intensity of each ROI was taken in each frame to obtain the particle’s intensity vs. time 
trace. The large heterogeneity in brightness observed between FluoroCubes is typical for FluoroCubes.1
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Figure S3: 2-strand FluoroCube design, purification, and on-surface photobleaching
a) A routing diagram showing the design of the 2-strand FluoroCube, which is assembled using the A strand 
from the standard FluoroCube and a second strand that has been specially designed to achieve this routing. 
2T or 4T loops were used to enable assembly despite the sterically-hindered design. A similar routing 
diagram for the 4-strand FluoroCube can be found in the original FluoroCube manuscript.1 b) Schematic 
depiction of the assembled, surface-captured constructs. c) Cy3 fluorescence image of a 4% agarose gel 
with 2-strand FluoroCubes and, for reference, single stranded A strands and 6-dye, 4-strand FluoroCubes. 
The two strand FluoroCubes appear to exhibit very similar, but noticeably lower, mobility to the ssDNA. 
d) Initial frame from a video of single molecule photobleaching of 1-dye 2-strand FluoroCubes with 4T 
loops. A zoomed-in region is shown for 28 frames taken at 24-second intervals throughout the video. Note 
the logarithmic scale of the intensity scale bar. e) Average photon count (left y-axis scale, blue curves) and 
percent of unbleached FluoroCubes (right y-axis scale, red curves) with dashed line fits for the 1-dye 2-
strand FluoroCubes with 4T loops. f, g) same as d and e, but for 2-dye 2-strand FluoroCubes with 2T loops. 
h, i) Same as d and e, but for 2-dye 2-strand FluoroCubes with 4T loops. j) Statistical comparisons (two-
sided student’s t-test) between  values measured for 2-strand and 4-strand FluoroCubes. * denotes 𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛
p<0.05. Blue dots and red-triangles denote  values from individual videos, while the black dots show 𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛
averages across all 4-strand experiments. The two design types were imaged on different microscopes.
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Figure S4: Single-exponential decay model fits to data from single molecule photobleaching 
experiments
Each plot shows the average photon count (left y-axis scale, blue curves) and percent of unbleached 
FluoroCubes (right y-axis scale, red curves) with dashed line fits from a single video. One representative 
plot is shown for each of the 14 FluoroCube constructs studied in this work with or without the PCA/PCD 
oxygen scavenging system (OSS) and Trolox, as indicated by annotations above each plot. Solid curves 
show data, while dashed curves show fits obtained by fitting to equation (1) from the main text using the 
average photon count per FluoroCube per frame vs. time. Fit curves are also shown for the percent of 
unbleached FluoroCube plots to illustrate the accuracy with which the average intensity fit reports on the 
fraction of remaining unbleached FluoroCubes. Data with OSS are not shown for 2-dye A-A or 2-dye B-B 
because the relevant datasets were not suitable for final use (specifically, following culmination of this 
study, the surface densities in B-B and A-A +OSS acquisitions were determined to be too high for single 
molecule imaging). Some data curves exhibit small, high frequency intensity oscillations. These oscillations 
are the result of small errors with the microscope’s auto-focus system, which are not expected to affect 
experimental results. An additional pair of plots is shown for experiments with single dyes attached to 
individual DNA duplexes (specifically, the 5’-labeled A strand was captured on the surfaces to match 
previously-performed experiments1). Note that photobleaching of the 1-dye dsDNA construct without OSS 
(bottom plot, second from the right) was performed using 50 ms exposure time (compared to 500 ms for 
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the single FluoroCube photobleaching experiments) on a dense field of dsDNA. Accordingly, this condition 
does not reflect single molecule photobleaching data, and the intensity vs. time and fit curves show the 
average intensity of the field of view, with a y-axis that ranges from 0 to 3,000 arbitrary units.
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Figure S5: Correlation between best-fit k1 values obtained from two different fit types for 
single molecule photobleaching studies 
Plot of  measured by fitting to average intensity vs. time (main text equation 1) or fraction of 𝑘1
remaining unbleached FluoroCubes (main text equation 2). Each data point corresponds to one 
experimental video, and errorbars show the 95% confidence interval of the  fit parameter. The 𝑘1
right plot is a zoom-in on the bottom left corner of the left plot, and generally portrays the +OSS 
data while the left plot primarily portrays the -OSS data. The two fitting methods appear to produce 
highly correlated results (correlation coefficient: 0.88) that are clustered around the y=x line 
(dashed).
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Figure S6: Fit parameters from single-molecule photobleaching studies show sub-linear 
scaling of brightness and total photon count.
Schematics of the seven FluoroCube constructs with fluorophores all on one side of the FluoorCube are 
shown on the top. Plots showing the average photobleaching half-life (1/k1 - left), intensity of the first frame 
(A - middle), and total photons (  – right), with OSS (top row) and without OSS (bottom row) 𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠
measured from single molecule photobleaching experiments are shown for each of the seven constructs. 
Blue circles show the results from individual videos, black squares and errorbars show the average and 
standard deviation of the single-video fit results, and grey lines and red shading show the average and 
standard deviation that would be expected from linear addition of fluorescence from the individual dyes. 
Asterisks above shading denote the results of student’s t-tests comparing the measurements to the averages 
calculated from linear addition, with * denoting p<0.05, ** denoting p<0.01, and *** denoting p<0.001.
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Figure S7: Sub-linear scaling of FluoroCube brightness in solution
Schematics of the seven FluoroCube constructs with fluorophores on one side are shown on the top. A plot 
showing the average in-solution fluorescence intensity for each of the seven constructs is shown below. 
Blue circles show the results from four individual experiments, black squares and errorbars show the 
average and standard deviation of single-experiment results, and grey lines and red shading show the 
average and standard deviation that would be expected from linear addition of fluorescence from the 
individual dyes. Asterisks above shading denote the results of student’s t-tests comparing the measurements 
to the averages calculated from linear addition, with * denoting p<0.05, ** denoting p<0.01, and *** 
denoting p<0.001. These experiments were performed at approximately equivalent concentrations; they 
were diluted such that the absorbance at 260 nm would be equal to 0.01.
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Figure S8: Quantification of single-molecule photobleaching metrics and statistical 
comparisons between constructs: without OSS
a) Illustrations of the 14 constructs used in this work. For the purpose of statistical comparisons, the 
constructs are sorted into 8 groups with between 1 and 3 constructs each, as shown. These groups include: 
1-dye, which includes the 3 constructs with a single dye (1-dye A, 1-dye B, and 1-dye C); 2-dye ortho, 
which includes the two constructs with two dyes on adjacent helices on the same side of the FluoroCube 
(2-dye AB and 2-dye BC); 2-dye meta, which contains the construct with two dyes on the same side of the 
FluoroCube on juxtaposed helices (2-dye AC); 3-dye (3-dye ABC); 4-dye (4-dye AC-AC and 4-dye BC-
BC); 5-dye (5-dye ABC-AC); and 6-dye (6-dye ABC-ABC). b) Three plots show data points (blue circles) 
from individual single molecule photobleaching experiment measurements of  (top), the brightness 𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠
of the first frame (middle), and the per-dye photobleaching rate  (bottom) for each of the 14 constructs. 𝑘1
Groups of constructs are clustered together. c) Tables of p-values from student’s t-test comparisons between 
groups illustrated in corresponding plots in b. Each table entry shows the p-value for the comparison 
between the constructs indicated in the entry’s row and column. Entries with p-values below 0.05 are 
colored according to the table shown on the figure’s bottom right. Due to the long imaging durations and 
instrument usage time limitations, not all constructs could be imaged on the same day. Even with 
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appropriate controls, it is possible that slight modifications to the microscope between experimental days 
resulted in slight systematic biases over time. Therefore, to prevent over-interpretation of slight systematic 
biases, we only performed comparisons between sets of measurements pooled from groups of constructs. 
As a general trend, groups with <4 dyes appear to exhibit similar brightness and  to each other, 𝑛 𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠
groups with ≥4 dyes appear to exhibit similar brightness and  to each other, and groups with <4 𝑛 𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑛
dyes exhibit lower brightness and  than groups with n≥4. Few differences in  were observed 𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑘1
between groups, although notably the 3-dye FluoroCube construct appears to photobleach significantly 
faster than all of the groups with n≥4 dyes.
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Figure S9: Quantification of single-molecule photobleaching metrics and statistical 
comparisons between constructs: with OSS
Same as the supplemental Figure S8, but with the addition of the PCA/PCD oxygen scavenging system and 
Trolox. a) Illustrations of the 14 constructs used in this work. For the purpose of statistical comparisons, 
the constructs are sorted into 8 groups with between 1 and 3 constructs each, as shown. These groups 
include: 1-dye, which includes the 3 constructs with a single dye (1-dye A, 1-dye B, and 1-dye C); 2-dye 
ortho, which includes the two constructs with two dyes on adjacent helices on the same side of the 
FluoroCube (2-dye AB and 2-dye BC); 2-dye meta, which contains the construct with two dyes on the same 
side of the FluoroCube on juxtaposed helices (2-dye AC); 3-dye (3-dye ABC); 4-dye (4-dye AC-AC and 
4-dye BC-BC); 5-dye (5-dye ABC-AC); and 6-dye (6-dye ABC-ABC). b) Three plots show data points 
(blue circles) from individual single molecule photobleaching experiment measurements of  (top), 𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠
the brightness of the first frame (middle), and the per-dye photobleaching rate  (bottom) for each of the 𝑘1
14 constructs. Groups of constructs are clustered together. c) Tables of p-values from student’s t-test 
comparisons between groups illustrated in corresponding plots in b. Each table entry shows the p-value for 
the comparison between the constructs indicated in the entry’s row and column. Entries with p-values below 
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0.05 are colored according to the table shown on the figure’s bottom right. Due to long imaging durations 
and instrument usage time limitations, not all constructs could be imaged on the same day. Even with 
appropriate controls, it is possible that slight modifications to the microscope between experimental days 
resulted in slight systematic biases over time. Therefore, to prevent over-interpretation of slight systematic 
biases, we only performed comparisons between sets of measurements pooled from groups of constructs. 
As a general trend, groups with n<4 dyes appear to exhibit similar  to each other, groups with n≥4 𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠
dyes appear to exhibit similar  to eachother, and groups with n<4 dyes exhibit lower  than 𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠
groups with n≥4. A similar division was observed for the brightness data, with two notable differences: 
first, the 3-dye construct exhibited intermediate brightness, which was significantly lower than the n>4 
constructs and significantly higher than the n<3 constructs; second, the 3-dye group exhibited significantly 
higher brightness than both the 5-dye and 6-dye constructs. Few differences in  were observed between 𝑘1
groups, except in cases where only 3 experimental measurements were included in one or both of the 
groups.
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Figure S10: Quantification of H-dimerization via analysis of FluoroCube absorbance spectra
a) Fourteen plots are shown, one for each FluoroCube design. Each plot shows an absorbance spectrum of 
a single FluoroCube construct (black dots) along with a curve (blue) fit to the equation:

𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = ℎ1𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝐶𝑦3(𝜆) +  ℎ2exp ( ― (𝜆 ― 𝜆0

𝑤 )
2) + 𝑏
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where  is wavelength,  is the peak-normalized Cy3 absorbance spectrum downloaded 𝜆 𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝐶𝑦3(𝜆)
from the spectra viewer tool on Chroma.com,  and  are fit parameters for a Gaussian-shaped H-dimer 𝑤 𝜆0
peak,  and  are the maximum heights of the Cy3 spectrum and the H-dimer peak, respectively, and  ℎ1 ℎ2 𝑏
is the baseline offset. For the fitting procedure, the fit parameters , , , , and , were given initial 𝜆0 𝑤 ℎ2 ℎ1 𝑏
guesses of 511 nm, 10 nm, 0.1, and 1, and 0, respectively, lower bounds of 506 nm, 6 nm, -0.1, and 0.5, 
and -0.4, respectively, and upper bounds of 516 nm, 25 nm, 1, and 1.5, and 0.4, respectively. The H-dimer 
Gaussian component (green) and the Cy3 spectrum (magenta) portions of the fit are also graphically 
illustrated. b) The height of the H-dimer peak, normalized to the height of the Cy3 spectrum (e.g., ) ℎ2/ℎ1
is plotted for each construct, with errorbars representing the 95% confidence interval of the fit. Broadly 
speaking, the 2-dye AB, 3-dye ABC, and 6-dye ABC-ABC constructs exhibited high levels of H-
dimerization, while the 5-dye construct exhibited an intermediate level of H-dimerization, and all other 
constructs exhibited low degrees of H-dimerization.
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Figure S11: Trends among and comparisons between FluoroCubes with high and low extents 
of H-dimerization
Based on absorbance spectra shown in Figure S10, we divided FluoroCube constructs into a high H-
dimerization group (2-dye AB, 3-dye ABC, 5-dye ABC-AC, and 6-dye ABC-ABC) and a low H-
dimerization group (1-dye A, 1-dye B, 1-dye C, 2-dye AC, 2-dye BC, 4-dye AC-AC, and 4-dye BC-BC). 
We then analyzed trends within these two groups and performed comparisons between them in the presence 
(a, b) and absence (c, d) of the PCA/PCD oxygen scavenging system (OSS) and Trolox. Specifically, we 
measured the number of photons per dye (a, c) and the per-dye photobleaching rate constant  (b, d). Each 𝑘1
of the four plots in this subfigure shows individual data points (circles), colored by high- or low- H-
dimerization group identity. Solid lines, also colored by group identity, show linear fits to the data points 
and are annotated with R and p values from Pearson’s correlations between  or  and . The 𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠/𝑛 𝑘1 𝑛
right side of each subfigure shows all points from the two groups grouped together for a single student’s t-
test comparison between the two groups. *** denotes p<0.001 and n.s. denotes p>0.05. The only 
statistically significant correlations observed were for 1) a negative correlation between  and  for the 𝑘1 𝑛
high H-dimerization group in the presence of OSS (which may be caused solely by the high photobleaching 
rate of the 2-dye AB consturct), and 2) a positive correlation between  and  for the low H-𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠/𝑛 𝑛
dimerization group in the presence of OSS. Comparisons between groups showed that  was 𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠/𝑛
significantly higher – both in the presence and absence of OSS – for the low H-dimerization group than for 
the high H-dimerization group. Difference were not observed between groups for . Together, these results 𝑘1
suggest that H-dimerization undermines FluoroCube photon count by reducing instantaneous brightness 
and, in the case of low-n FluoroCubes, possibly by also accelerating the photobleaching process.
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Figure S12: FluoroCube intensity fluctuations are linked to H-dimerization
a) (top) Two representative photon count per frame vs. time traces (light and dark blue curves, 
respectively) each for 4-dye BC-BC (top) and 6-dye ABC-ABC (right) FluoroCubes. (bottom) Relative 
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change in intensity for the corresponding photon count vs. time traces above. Relative intensity change 
for the ith frame ( ) is calculated from the intensity of frames  and  as:Δ𝐼𝑖 𝑖 𝑖 ― 1

Δ𝐼𝑖 =
𝐼𝑖 ― 𝐼𝑖 ― 1

(𝐼𝑖 + 𝐼𝑖 ― 1)/2 ×  100%

b) Cumulative density functions of  for the 4-dye and 6-dye FluoroCube constructs in the presence (top) Δ𝐼
and absence (bottom) of OSS. Note that only intensity vs. time traces from FluoroCubes that stayed bright 
for the entire duration of the video were included. In the bottom plot, interpolating lines show the calculation 
of the total fraction of frames in which . c) Two plots (left) show data points (blue circles) from Δ𝐼 > 25%
individual single molecule photobleaching experiment measurements of  in the presence (top) and Δ𝐼
absence (bottom) of OSS for each of the 14 constructs. Groups of constructs are clustered together. (right) 
Tables of p-values from student’s t-test comparisons between groups illustrated in corresponding plots on 
the left. Each table entry shows the p-value for the comparison between the constructs indicated in the 
entry’s row and column. Entries with p-values below 0.05 are colored according to the table shown on the 
figure’s bottom right. Due to long imaging durations and instrument usage time limitations, not all 
constructs could be imaged on the same day. Even with appropriate controls, it is possible that slight 
modifications to the microscope between experimental days resulted in slight systematic biases over time. 
Therefore, to prevent over-interpretation of slight systematic biases, we only performed comparisons 
between sets of measurements pooled from groups of constructs. d) Individual data points (circles) from 
the plots c, colored by high- or low- H-dimerization group identity. Solid lines, also colored by group 
identity, show single parameter fits to the power law relationship

Δ𝐼 = 𝑎𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑐/ 𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑡

where  is the fit parameter and  is a linear fit to the first-frame intensity vs n data (  𝑎𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑐 𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑡 𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 957𝑛 + 236
with H-dimerization,  without H-dimerization – the same fit was used both with and 𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑡 =  2649𝑛 ― 1526
without OSS because OSS was not show to substantially alter first-frame brightness, Figure S8-9). This 
inverse square-root fit approach was used because, due to the statistical nature of photon counting, intensity 
fluctuations are commonly known to intrinsically scale with the square-root of brightness. e) The best-fit 

 values are shown (errorbars represent the 95% confidence interval of the curve fit). Statistical 𝑎𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑐
comparisons show that  is significantly higher for the for the fit to the high H-dimerization group (+H) 𝑎𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑐
than the low H-dimerization group (-H), indicating that the +H group is prone to a greater degree of intensity 
fluctuations (*** denotes p<0.001 and n.s. denotes p>0.05, calculated from the t-statistic of the best-fit 
confidence interval).
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Figure S13: Fluorescence lifetime and time resolved fluorescence anisotropy curve fits 
a) Each plot shows a representative histogram of photon arrival times (black dots) and a two-component 
exponential decay curve fit to the histogram tail (red) for a construct as noted in the plot. b) Each plot shows 
a representative average anisotropy vs. photon arrival time measurement (black dots) and a hindered rotor 
exponential decay curve fit with IRF deconvolution (red) for a construct as noted in the plot .
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Figure S14: Comparison of fluorescence lifetime between groups of FluoroCube constructs
a) Illustrations of the 14 constructs used in this work, grouped. b) Two plots show data points (blue circles) 
from individual excited-state fluorescence lifetime measurements with (top) and without (bottom) OSS for 
each of the 14 constructs. Groups of constructs are clustered together. c) Tables of p-values from student’s 
t-test comparisons between groups illustrated in corresponding plots in b. Each table entry shows the p-
value for the comparison between the constructs indicated in the entry’s row and column. Entries with p-
values below 0.05 are colored according to the table shown on the bottom right. d,e) Trends of fluorescence 
lifetime with respect to  for constructs that do (blue) and don’t (red) exhibit H-dimerization in the presence 𝑛
(d) and absence (e) of OSS and Trolox. Individual data points (circles) are shown with linear fits to the data 
points and are annotated with R and p values from Pearson’s correlations (lines). The right side of each plot 
shows a t-test (***: p<0.001) between all measurements of H-dimerizing and non-H-dimerizing constructs. 
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Figure S15: Comparison of photons collected per dye and between groups of FluoroCube 
constructs
a) Illustrations of the 14 constructs used in this work, grouped. b) Two plots show data points (blue circles) 
from individual measurements of the total number of photons (divided by ) detected during a fluorescence 𝑛
lifetime measurement with OSS (top) and the steady-state anisotropy measured without OSS (bottom) 
(+OSS measurements are shown in Figure S16) for each of the 14 constructs. Groups of constructs are 
clustered together. c) Tables of p-values from student’s t-test comparisons between groups illustrated in 
corresponding plots in b. Each table entry shows the p-value for the comparison between the constructs 
indicated in the entry’s row and column. Entries with p-values below 0.05 are colored according to the table 
shown on the figure’s bottom right. 
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Figure S16 – Time resolved fluorescence anisotropy fit parameters correlate with 𝒏
a-d) Plots (left) show steady-state anisotropy or fit parameters , , and  from individual time-resolved 𝑟0 𝜏𝑟 𝑟∞
fluorescence anisotropy measurements (blue circles) with OSS and 30% glycerol for each of the 14 
constructs. Groups of constructs are clustered together. Tables of p-values (right) from student’s t-test 
comparisons between groups illustrated in corresponding plots on the left are also shown. Each table entry 
shows the p-value for the comparison between the constructs indicated in the entry’s row and column. 
Entries with p-values below 0.05 are colored according to the table shown on the bottom right of d. e-h) 
Scatterplots of measurements from a-d plotted against  (blue circles) with a linear fit (blue), showing that 𝑛
all four parameters a significantly negatively correlated with .𝑛
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Figure S17: Fluorogenic FluoroCube constructs and purification
a-d) Schematic depictions and excerpts of Cy3 fluorescence images taken of agarose gels (3% agarose for 
3 hours in a-c, 4% for 4.5 hours in d) post-electrophoresis for the fluorogenic constructs used in this work. 
All gel images are labeled on the left with a + and – end showing that the direction of electrophoretic flow 
was from top (-) to bottom (+) in the image. A dividing line shows the approximate flow coordinates that 
were generally interpreted as containing assembled FluoroCubes (i) or incomplete FluoroCubes and un-
assembled single strands (ii). The construct (or single strand) in each lane is shown above in a-c, and the 
lanes in d correspond to lanes immediately above in c (the two gels were from different days with different 
FluoroCube assemblies, and the gel in d was imaged at higher resolution and run for 4.5 hrs instead of 3 
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hrs to achieve better separation between bands). All gel images were brightness adjusted to better show 
relevant gel bands. Due to efficient quenching of the cis 3-dye FluoroCube, a region of the gel in b is shown 
using a down-shifted intensity scale bar. Note that the 3-dye FluoroCubes shown in b were assembled from 
an early version of the single-dye strands that did not include 4T overhangs at their unlabeled termini, 
resulting in a high level of multimerization. e) A common feature of agarose gel electrophoresis results in 
this study is that assembled FluoroCubes often split into multiple bands. We expect that the lower mobility 
bands correspond to dimers, trimers, and higher order multimers that arise due to end-to-end stacking. To 
test whether these bands show similar results in our measurements of quenching efficiency, we isolated 
slow (s), medium (m), and fast (f) bands for FluoroCubes with and without quenchers as shown in subfigure 
a. In-solution fluorogenicity experiments shown in e suggest that the three bands display similar properties. 
These results suggest that multimers may form in the agarose gel and then separate when transferred to 
aqueous solution. As a result, most studies in this work incorporated FluoroCubes purified from a mixture 
of bands in region (i).
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Figure S18: Image processing pipeline for FRET FluoroCube data 
The image processing pipeline used to generate the data shown in Figures 4 and S19. Three raw 
fluorescence images (with excitation and emission colors denoted on each image) of agarose gels are shown 
on the top left. These images are then cropped via user annotation and linescans are taken from each lane. 
Six lanes are shown. Note that linescans run from top to bottom. The first lane (from the left) was not used 
in this work, while the second lane contains Cy3-Cy5 FluoroCube complexes, the third lane contains 
separated Cy3 and Cy5 FluoroCubes, the fourth lane contains FluoroCube complexes that lack Cy3 dyes, 
the fifth lane contains single-stranded Cy3-labeled strand, and the sixth lane contains single-stranded Cy5-
labeled strands. To calculate  in a pixel-by-pixel manner, the  parameter was calculated by measuring 𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑑

/  at the linescan position of peak intensity in the Cy3-only lane and the  parameter was calculated 𝐼𝐹𝑅𝐸𝑇 𝐼𝐶𝑦3 𝑎
by measuring /  at the linescan position of peak intensity in the Cy5-only lane.  and  were 𝐼𝐹𝑅𝐸𝑇 𝐼𝐶𝑦5 𝐼𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠 𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓
then calculated using equations shown, and the image was further cropped for display in Figure 4. Note that 
bright regions in the Cy3-only lane (and in a small part of the separated complex lane) in the  image 𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓
are likely artifacts associated with the specific method for  calculation used in this work.𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓
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Figure S19: Replicate of FRET FluoroCube experiment 
a) Schematics depictions of the components of the six lanes used for this experiment: FluoroCube 
complexes with 3-dye cis or 6-dye Cy3 fluorogenic FluoroCubes, as well as separated complexes in the 
presence or absence of a de-quenching strand. b) Image of the effective FRET efficiency , of single and Eeff
complexed FluoroCubes (and fluorogenic FluoroCubes) in a 3% agarose gel after 3 hours of gel 
electrophoresis at 70 V. c) Raw images used to calculate . Gel images are labeled on the left with a + 𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓
and – end showing that the direction of flow was from top (-) to bottom (+) in the image. Dividing lines 
shows the approximate coordinates that were generally interpreted as containing assembled FluoroCube 
complexes (i), individual FluoroCubes (ii), or incomplete FluoroCubes and un-assembled single strands 
(iii). d) Normalized intensity linescans of the six lanes (blue curves) with multi-Gaussian fits to the 
brightest, high mobility peak. These fits were used to remove the background intensity of the single stranded 
DNA. Fits for lanes [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] were performed with [3, 3, 2, 4, 4, 4] Gaussians and starting from 
linescan coordinate [250 300 300 250 300 300].  Note that linescans run from top to bottom (i.e. linescan 
coordinate 0 corresponds to the top of the gel image, see Figure S18). Lanes are numbered from left to 
right. e) Background fit-subtracted linescans from coordinates 100-300 of each lane. For both 6-dye (left) 
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and 3-dye (right) Fluorocubes, the Cy3 intensity peak shifts rightward (i.e. higher mobility) upon 
FluoroCube complex separation, and then shifts slightly leftward (lower mobility) and upward (increased 
brightness) upon de-quenching – all in line with expectation. f) Integrated  for the six lanes (this is Eeff
mathematically valid because  is proportional to the concentration of FRET complex) showing very high Eeff
FRET for only the complexed FluoroCubes, and little-to-no difference between the quenched and un-
quenched separated FluoroCubes. g) Integrated Cy3 intensity for the six linescans showing low intensity 
for the complexed and separated-but-quenched lanes, but high intensity for the separated unquenched lanes.
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III. Supplementary Table 1 – Oligonucleotide sequences 

Name Sequence (5’-3’)

Biotin strand TACACATACTCATCCTACTACATCTCTCATCT/3Bio/

ssDNA strand TACACATACTCATCCTACTACATCTCTCATCTTTGCCTCATTATGTGCT

BHQ-2 strand TACACATACTCATCCTACTACATCTCTCATCTTTGCCTCATTATGTGCT/3BHQ_2/ 

Capture A /5Biosg/TT TTT TTT TT  TACACATACTCATCCTACTACATCTCTCATCT

Dual-Labeled A /5Cy3/ATGAGGTGTATGTGTAGAGTGATGGATGTAGT/3Cy3Sp/ 

Dual-Labeled B /5Cy3/AGGATGAGTGAGAGTGAGATGAGAGTAGATGT/3Cy3Sp/

Dual-Labeled C /5Cy3/CACTCTCACACCTCATACATCTACCATCACTC/3Cy3Sp/

5’-Labeled A /5Cy3/ATGAGGTGTATGTGTAGAGTGATGGATGTAGT TTTT

5’-Labeled B /5Cy3/AGGATGAGTGAGAGTGAGATGAGAGTAGATGT TTTT

5’-Labeled C /5Cy3/CACTCTCACACCTCATACATCTACCATCACTC TTTT

3’-Labeled A TTTT ATGAGGTGTATGTGTAGAGTGATGGATGTAGT/3Cy3Sp/ 

3’-Labeled B TTTT AGGATGAGTGAGAGTGAGATGAGAGTAGATGT/3Cy3Sp/

3’-Labeled C TTTT CACTCTCACACCTCATACATCTACCATCACTC/3Cy3Sp/

Unlabeled A TTTT ATGAGGTGTATGTGTAGAGTGATGGATGTAGT TTTT

Unlabeled B TTTT AGGATGAGTGAGAGTGAGATGAGAGTAGATGT TTTT

Unlabeled C TTTT CACTCTCACACCTCATACATCTACCATCACTC TTTT

Cy5 strand A /5Cy5/GCAGAACACGCACACGAGACAGCAAGCACGAC/3Cy5Sp/ 

Cy5 strand B /5Cy5/GAAGCAGACAGAGACAGAGCAGAGACGAGCAC/3Cy5Sp/

Cy5 strand C /5Cy5/TGTCTCTGTGTTCTGCGTGCTCGTTGCTGTCT/3Cy5Sp/ 

Cy5 Pairing ACTAT AGCACATAATGAGGC TT CGTGTGCGTCTGCTTCGTCGTGCTCTCTGCTC

Separator GCCTCATTATGTGCT ATAGT

2-strand 2T GAGTGATGTTGATGTAGTTTATGAGGTGTTTATGTGTATT/3Bio/

2-strand 4T GAGTGATGTTTTGATGTAGTTTTTATGAGGTGTTTTTATGTGTATTTT/3Bio/

Fluorogenic ssDNA /5Cy5/ GCCTCATTATGTGCT/3BHQ_2/

ssDNA complement AGCACATAATGAGGC
The sequences are listed using Integrated DNA Technology (IDT)’s nomenclature. 3Bio and 5Bio = biotin 
ligated to the 3’ and 5’ termini, respectively. 5Cy3 and 3Cy3Sp = Cy3 ligated to 5’ and 3’ termini, 
respectively. 5Cy5 and 3Cy5Sp = Cy5 ligated to 5’ and 3’ termini, respectively. 3BHQ_2 = Black Hole 
Quencher 2 attached to the 3’ DNA terminus. Underlined letters denote spacers. Bold segments are fully 
complementary to italicized segments.
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IV. Supplementary Table 2 – List of oligonucleotide combinations 
comprising different types of FluoroCubes

Fluorocube Type Ligand Strand Strand A Strand B Strand C

6-dye Cy3 Biotin strand Dual-Labeled A Dual-Labeled B Dual-Labeled C

3-dye ABC Biotin strand 5’-Labeled A 3’-Labeled B 5’-Labeled C

1-dye A Biotin strand 5’-Labeled A Unlabeled B Unlabeled C

1-dye B Biotin strand Unlabeled A 3’-Labeled B Unlabeled C

1-dye C Biotin strand Unlabeled A Unlabeled B 5’-Labeled C

2-dye AB Biotin strand 5’-Labeled A 3’-Labeled B Unlabeled C

2-dye AC Biotin strand 5’-Labeled A Unlabeled B 5’-Labeled C

2-dye BC Biotin strand Unlabeled A 3’-Labeled B 5’-Labeled C

2-dye A-A Biotin strand Dual-Labeled A Unlabeled B Unlabeled C

2-dye B-B Biotin strand Unlabeled A Dual-Labeled B Unlabeled C

2-dye C-C Biotin strand Unlabeled A Unlabeled B Dual-Labeled C

4-dye AC-AC Biotin strand Dual-Labeled A Unlabeled B Dual-Labeled C

4-dye BC-BC Biotin strand Unlabeled A Dual-Labeled B Dual-Labeled C

5-dye ABC-AC Biotin strand Dual-Labeled A 3’ Labeled B Dual-Labeled C

6-dye Cy5 Cy5 Pairing Cy5 strand A Cy5 strand B Cy5 strand C

Fluorogenic 6-dye BHQ-2 strand Dual-Labeled A Dual-Labeled B Dual-Labeled C

Fluorogenic cis 3-dye BHQ-2 strand 5’-Labeled A 3’-Labeled B 5’-Labeled C

Fluorogenic trans 3-dye BHQ-2 strand 3’-Labeled A 5’-Labeled B 3’-Labeled C

Fluorogenic 1-dye A BHQ-2 strand 5’-Labeled A Unlabeled B Unlabeled C

Fluorogenic 1-dye B BHQ-2 strand Unlabeled A 3’-Labeled B Unlabeled C

Fluorogenic 1-dye C BHQ-2 strand Unlabeled A Unlabeled B 5’-Labeled C

Fluorogenic 2-dye AB BHQ-2 strand 5’-Labeled A 3’-Labeled B Unlabeled C

Fluorogenic 2-dye AC BHQ-2 strand 5’-Labeled A Unlabeled B 5’-Labeled C

Fluorogenic 2-dye BC BHQ-2 strand Unlabeled A 3’-Labeled B 5’-Labeled C
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6-dye no BHQ-2 ssDNA strand Dual-Labeled A Dual-Labeled B Dual-Labeled C

cis 3-dye no BHQ-2 ssDNA strand 5’-Labeled A 3’-Labeled B 5’-Labeled C

trans 3-dye no BHQ-2 ssDNA strand 3’-Labeled A 5’-Labeled B 3’-Labeled C

1-dye A no BHQ-2 ssDNA strand 5’-Labeled A Unlabeled B Unlabeled C

1-dye B no BHQ-2 ssDNA strand Unlabeled A 3’-Labeled B Unlabeled C

1-dye C no BHQ-2 ssDNA strand Unlabeled A Unlabeled B 5’-Labeled C

2-dye AB no BHQ-2 ssDNA strand 5’-Labeled A 3’-Labeled B Unlabeled C

2-dye AC no BHQ-2 ssDNA strand 5’-Labeled A Unlabeled B 5’-Labeled C

2-dye BC no BHQ-2 ssDNA strand Unlabeled A 3’-Labeled B 5’-Labeled C

2-dye 2-strand 2T 2-strand 2T Dual-Labeled A

2-dye 2-strand 4T 2-strand 4T Dual-Labeled A

1-dye 2-strand 4T 2-strand 4T 5’-Labeled A

1-dye dsDNA 5’-Labeled A Capture A
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V. Supplemental Note 1
Starting from equation (2) in the main text:

𝑓 = 1 ― (1 ― exp ( ― 𝑘1𝑡))𝑛

 can be solved for by setting  and  and re-arranging:𝜏 𝑓 = 1/2 𝑡 = 𝜏

1
2 = 1 ― (1 ― exp ( ― 𝑘1𝜏))𝑛

1
2 = (1 ― exp ( ― 𝑘1𝜏))𝑛

(1
2)

1
𝑛

= 1 ― exp ( ― 𝑘1𝜏)

exp ( ― 𝑘1𝜏) = 1 ― (1
2)

1
𝑛

― k1𝜏 = ln (1 ― 2
―1
𝑛 )

𝜏 = ―
ln (1 ― 2

―1
𝑛 )

𝑘1

For low  values (i.e.  used in this study), this curve can be accurately approximated (<1.1% relative 𝑛 ≤ 6
error, (true-approx)/true – see the figure below) using a simplified expression that is used in the main text:

𝜏 ≈
1.13ln (𝑛 + 1)

𝑘1
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VI. Supplemental Note 2
To assess whether 4-dye FluoroCubes are more likely to exist as multimers (i.e., multiple FluoroCubes 
attached to each other) during single molecule photobleaching studies, we analyzed the histograms of the 
number of photons detected per FluoroCube in the first frame for 4-dye AC-AC, 4-dye BC-BC, and 6-dye 
FluoroCubes (see figure below, left side). The presence of a substantial population of multimers would 
result in a positive skewness (a measure of a distribution’s asymmetry, with positive skewness indicating a 
tail on the right side of the distribution) in the initial photon count population (because multimers should 
emit, 2×, 3×, 4×, etc. as many photons as monomeric FluoroCubes). We used 1,000 iterations of 
bootstrapping to measure the 95% confidence interval of the skewness of each histogram and found that 
the 95% confidence interval of the 6-dye FluoroCube population skewness overlaps with the skewness of 
both types of 4-dye FluoroCubes (and vice-versa). Therefore, we find no statistically significant evidence 
of increased multimerization by 4-dye FluoroCubes.

As a second means of showing that 4-dye FluoroCubes do not multimerize more than 6-dye FluoroCubes 
do, we took linescans of 4-dye, 5-dye, and 6-dye FluoroCubes in agarose gel lanes (Figure S1 – linescan 
taken from top to bottom). The 6-dye FluoroCubes were run on a different gel and imaged with higher 
resolution than the other FluoroCubes, so we normalized each linescan to the maximum intensity and scaled 
the linescan along the linescan coordinate (see below figure) until the two main peaks (corresponding to 
assembled and unassembled FluoroCubes) approximately overlapped. Visual inspection of the normalized 
linescans reveals no substantial difference between the left shoulders of the assembled FluoroCube peaks, 
suggesting that there is no observable difference in multimerization between 4-, 5-, and 6-dye FluoroCubes.
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VII. Supplemental Note 3
To better understand the extent to which dye-dye interactions affect FluoroCube performance, we 

analyzed our single molecule photobleaching results based on relative dye positioning. To accomplish this, 
we first grouped FluoroCube constructs into eight groups depending on FluoroCube positioning (Figure 
S8-9): 1-dye; 2-dye ortho, wherein two dyes are positioned on neighboring duplexes; 2-dye meta, wherein 
two dyes are positioned on the same side of the FluoroCube on non-neighboring duplexes (i.e., diagonally); 
2-dye para, wherein two dyes are positioned on opposite sides of the FluoroCube; 3-dye; 4-dye; 5-dye; and 
6-dye. We then compared , , and first-frame brightness ( ) between these groups in the presence 𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑘1 𝐼0
(Figure S8) and absence (Figure S9) of OSS. This analysis revealed very few significant differences in  𝑘1
between groups, suggesting that  is largely independent of inter-dye spacing. We also observed few 𝑘1
differences in  between groups with  and between groups with . The same bifurcation 𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑛 > 3 𝑛 ≤ 3
was observed for first-frame brightness in the absence of OSS. However, in the presence of OSS, first-
frame brightness was more graded: 1-dye ≈ all 2-dye groups < 3-dye < 5-dye ≈ 6-dye < 4-dye. The lack of 
substantial differences between 2-dye groups suggests that inter-dye spacing alone is not determinative of 
intensity-altering dye-dye interactions under these conditions. However, the general sub-linear scaling of 
FluoroCube brightness with  still suggests that dye-dye interactions are important.𝑛
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VIII. Supplemental Note 4
Beyond H-dimerization, we hypothesized that additional interactions between dyes in weak 

coupling range (~2-6 nm) could be meaningful. To evaluate the extent to which energy transfer occurs 
between Cy3 molecules, we measured the steady-state fluorescence anisotropy of all fourteen constructs 
(Figure S15). Fluorescence anisotropy is a measure of the alignment of the polarization of excitation and 
emission light, and is typically interpreted (for single-dye molecular structures) as inversely correlating to 
the fluorophore’s rotational mobility. Since the Cy3 fluorophores in all constructs are attached to the same 
DNA nanostructure, we do not expect differences in rotational mobility between constructs. However, for 
multi-fluorophore systems such as FluoroCubes, decreased fluorescence anisotropy is a sign of homoFRET 
(FRET between pairs of Cy3 dyes), because the transition dipole moments of dyes undergoing homoFRET 
do not necessarily have to be well-aligned. We observed a nearly monotonic decrease in fluorescence 
anisotropy with respect to  (Figure S15c), suggesting that the degree of homoFRET increases with the 𝑛
number of dyes. We found no effect of inter-dye spacing on fluorescence anisotropy for 2-dye constructs 
(p>0.05, Figure S15c), suggesting that the rate of homoFRET is roughly similar between all pairs of dyes 
on the FluoroCube. 

To better understand the role of homoFRET, we analyzed the time-resolved nature of our 
fluorescence anisotropy measurements by fitting average anisotropy, , vs. arrival time, , curves with 𝑟(𝑡) 𝑡
the equation

𝑟(𝑡) = (𝑟0 ― r∞)exp (𝑡/𝜏𝑟) + 𝑟∞#

where  is the intrinsic anisotropy (Figure S16a, the fluorescence anisotropy as the time between emission 𝑟0
and excitation approaches the limit of zero),  is the baseline anisotropy (which is positive when 𝑟∞
fluorophores cannot freely rotate to all orientations) and  is the time constant of anisotropy decay. The 𝜏𝑟
steady-state anisotropy is simply the time average of . Interestingly, , , and  all exhibited 𝑟(𝑡) 𝜏𝑟 𝑟0 𝑟∞
significant negative correlations with . The slight decrease of  with increasing  suggests that 𝑛 𝜏𝑟 𝑛
homoFRET increases the rate of realignment of the excited state (e.g., due to homoFRET between 
imperfectly-aligned dyes) on a timescale that is close to the dyes’ fluorescence lifetimes (~1 ns). The 
nonzero (although very small) values of  at low  suggest that individual dyes can undergo confined 𝑟∞ 𝑛
local rotation but, consistent with other studies of dyes coupled to DNA origami nanostructures6, the 
FluoroCube does not rotate freely within the lifetime of the fluorophores. The negative correlation between 

 and  suggests that homoFRET expands the orientational space that the excited state can occupy before 𝑟∞ 𝑛
emission. Finally, the negative correlation between  and  suggests that there may also be energy transfer 𝑟0 𝑛
processes that occur on timescales that are too fast to detect using our instrumentation (sub ~100 ps).

HomoFRET alone is not expected to substantially affect FluoroCube function because limited 
energy is lost during energy transfer. HomoFRET from non-H-dimerizing dyes to H-dimerizing dyes could 
more significantly reduce brightness by funneling energy towards energy-sinks (H-dimers). Moreover, the 
occurrence of homoFRET suggests that singlet-singlet annihilation, which occurs through a similar 
resonance energy mechanism as homoFRET, may play an important role in FluoroCube function.7,8 
Specifically, singlet-singlet annihilation occurs when two fluorophores on the same FluoroCube are in the 
excited state at once. The two excited dyes electronically couple, resulting in non-radiative de-excitation of 
both dyes. Because the excited state lifetime is only 1-2 ns, co-excitation of multiple dyes within such a 
short time window only occurs at high laser power. Therefore, singlet-singlet annihilation is expected to 
result in a sub-linear relationship between brightness and excitation laser power – a result that was 
previously observed1. Supporting this previous finding, we find that the number of photons detected per 
dye decreased significantly with  – even for non-H-dimerizing FluoroCubes – during our fluorescence 𝑛
lifetime measurement, which was performed using a confocal microscope that excites fluorophores with 
relatively high power density (~8,000 W/cm2) (Figure S15d). In contrast, our single molecule 
photobleaching experiment, which was performed on a widefield TIRF microscope with comparatively low 
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excitation power density (~8 W/cm2), did not exhibit this negative correlation between  and  𝑁𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠/𝑛 𝑛
for constructs with low degrees of H-dimerization (Figure S11). These results suggest that FluoroCubes are 
preferentially suited for lower power density applications (e.g., widefield, TIRF, particle tracking, STORM, 
lightsheet) when compared to higher power density applications (e.g., confocal imaging, STED, 
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy).
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